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Abstract
Demand for railway transportation keeps on growing. Therefore, a thorough under-
standing of the capacity of railway networks is crucial. In this paper, the well-known 
compression method based on max-plus algebra is extended. A number of chal-
lenges are addressed to apply this compression method to large and complex net-
works, such as the one considered in this paper. Some trains have to be split artifi-
cially, while keeping the parts together during the compression. The trains should 
also be ordered explicitly, since there is no part of the infrastructure used by all 
trains. The results in this paper indicate that it is possible to thoroughly analyse the 
capacity by the adjusted compression method for large and complex networks, but 
the results should be interpreted with care. The results show, for instance, that the 
capacity occupation heavily depends on the size of the network that is considered 
and that it is not easy to give a clear, practical interpretation of the capacity occupa-
tion. Nevertheless, the method allowed to determine a number of critical paths and, 
even more importantly, a number of critical resources in the zones considered.

Keywords Railway capacity analysis · Max-plus algebra · Capacity occupation · 
Rail capacity
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1 Introduction

The demand for public transport keeps growing due to several economic and envi-
ronmental reasons. Railway transport will keep on playing a major role in medium- 
to long-distance transportation. To answer this growing demand, a thorough under-
standing of the current capacity of railway networks is necessary. This can lead to 
more efficient planning by identifying bottlenecks. Abril et al. (2008) describe the 
goal of capacity analysis as “determining the maximum number of trains that would 
be able to operate on a given railway infrastructure, during a specific time interval, 
given the operational conditions”.

One measure to quantify capacity is capacity occupation. This is the shortest 
possible time that a sequence of trains needs to drive through a network. Timetable 
compression is a well-known method to determine capacity occupation (UIC 2013). 
However, on the microscopic level, this is typically only applied to smaller parts 
of a network, such as a line or a node. Unfortunately, this does not consider the 
dependencies in the network and therefore does not give a correct representation of 
the capacity occupation. Therefore, we will extend the max-plus automata model for 
timetable compression (Besinovic et al. 2017) to large and complex networks on a 
microscopic level.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First, the max-plus automata 
method is extended to be applicable to large networks with microscopic detail. The 
most important extension is a method for determining an appropriate train order that 
holds for the entire network by splitting trains when required. To obtain a correct 
compression based on such a train order, dummy resources may be necessary. A sec-
ond contribution is an adjustment to the existing max-plus algorithm to significantly 
speed up computation times and easily identify the critical resources in the network. 
Finally, interesting observations are made regarding the interpretation of the capac-
ity occupation by performing experiments with a varying number of trains.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we discuss the state of the 
art related to railway capacity analysis using timetable compression. In Sect. 3, we 
discuss the definitions used in the paper. In Sect. 4, the methodology used to analyse 
the railway capacity in this paper is explained. This includes a detailed explanation 
of the max-plus automata, with a focus on the specific extensions that are necessary 
when analysing a large network. Section 5 introduces the different network instances 
that we will use for the experiments and an extensive case study. The results of these 
experiments and the case study are presented in Sect.  6    and Sect. 7 respectively. 
Finally, conclusions and future research are mentioned in Sect. 8.

2  State of the art

The methods to assess railway capacity can be divided into different categories. One 
characteristic of a method is if it is timetable independent or timetable dependent. 
Examples of timetable-independent methods are presented by Jensen et al. (2017) 
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and Weik et al. (2020). The advantage of these type of methods is that they can be 
used in the strategic planning phase since no timetable is required yet. However, 
when the timetable is available, in a later stage of planning, it is more useful to use 
a timetable-dependent method because railway capacity depends heavily on how the 
infrastructure is used. Examples of factors that influence the capacity are the signal-
ling system, train speeds, frequencies and routes. More relevant factors are discussed 
in Abril et al. (2008) and Besinovic and Goverde (2018). In this paper, we opt for a 
timetable-based method. Several (timetable-dependent) approaches are possible to 
assess the capacity.

Another classification of railway assessment methods can be made as follows: 
optimization models, simulation methods and analytical methods. An example of 
a timetable-based optimization model is given by Pellegrini et al. (2015). A recent 
simulation-based method is presented by Pascariu et  al. (2021). However, in this 
paper we work with an analytical method because these methods are generally easy 
to use in practice. The most well-known analytical method is the timetable compres-
sion proposed by the International Union of Railways (UIC 2013). This method and 
its shortcomings are discussed in the following paragraphs.

One measure to quantify capacity is the capacity occupation. More generally, 
capacity occupation is one of the relevant metrics to determine the quality of a time-
table (Gestrelius et al. 2021). The UIC defines ‘capacity occupation’ as the utiliza-
tion of the infrastructure along a given section, measured over a defined time period 
(UIC 2013). In other words, the capacity occupation of a network is the shortest 
time that a sequence of trains needs to drive through that network. The leaflet UIC 
406 proposes timetable compression as a method to determine the capacity occu-
pation. In the first version of this leaflet (UIC 2004), this method decomposes the 
network into different parts and then considers the timetable during a specific time 
window on those network parts. The routes of the trains belonging to that timetable 
are shifted as close as possible to each other. The time that this compressed timeta-
ble then occupies the infrastructure is called the capacity occupation. For a cyclic 
timetable, this occupation time is given by the minimum cycle time.

Soon some criticisms on this method were formulated. Landex et  al. (2006) 
argued that the capacity occupation of infrastructure elements such as line sections 
strongly depends on the length of the decomposed parts. This is in contrast to what 
would be expected from such a measure. However, no indication is given on how to 
decide on the appropriate length of the decomposed parts. Further, Lindner (2011) 
noticed that no recommendations were made about capacity occupation for nodes 
and stations, although they are clearly very important in capacity analysis of a net-
work. In a revised version, the UIC made some adjustments for nodes (UIC 2013). 
Nodes are proposed to be divided in a platform area and one or more switch areas. 
However, this division leads to an underestimation of the real capacity occupation of 
the node or station because certain route dependencies are neglected (Bešinović and 
Goverde 2018).

Therefore, a new technique that is able to perform a timetable compression 
to a node as a whole (not decomposed in tracks and switches) was developed by 
Bešinović et al. (2017). The technique is based on the max-plus algebra and is called 
the max-plus automata model. It allows to consider all route dependencies between 
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trains by considering the node in microscopic detail. This method will be explained 
in detail in Sect. 4.1. An advantage of this method is that it only requires very simple 
mathematical operations and is therefore easy to use in practice.

Next to the criticism that nodes should not be decomposed to assess the capacity, 
it can also be argued that decomposing the network in lines and nodes does not lead 
to accurate results concerning the capacity. For example, it is possible that trains can 
follow each other very closely in a station area, but more spacing is needed between 
the trains when considering the adjacent corridor. This is exactly what Jensen et al. 
(2017) show: capacity occupation of a network is higher than the capacity occupa-
tion of the individual components of which the network consists. This means that a 
certain part of the infrastructure performs worse from a capacity perspective when 
considered as part of a network than when it is considered individually. Therefore, 
when quantifying the capacity of a network it is important to consider larger net-
work zones to incorporate all train dependencies and network effects (Besinovic and 
Goverde 2018).

In conclusion, to accurately assess the railway capacity of a network it is nec-
essary to consider the entire network in microscopic detail to include all the train 
dependencies. This summarizes the gap in current literature. The current approaches 
do not consider large networks as a whole with a microscopic level of detail. Meth-
ods based on the max-plus automata are suitable for small stations and simple cor-
ridors, with microscopic detail, but have not been applied to large networks yet. That 
is what will be done is this paper.

3  Definitions

In this section, we define the different concepts that will be used to analyse the 
capacity of railway networks.

3.1  Timetable compression

Timetable compression is the process of shifting trains as close as possible to each 
other in the time–space diagram. The resulting minimal time is defined as the capac-
ity occupation (Bešinović and Goverde 2018). The capacity occupation measures 
the amount of time that a part of the infrastructure is occupied by a sequence of train 
operations. In this definition it is important to mention explicitly what is meant by 
“occupied by trains”. This corresponds to “occupying” or “reserving” a part of the 
infrastructure, according to the well-known blocking time theory, as explained in the 
next section.

Compressing the timetable also allows to consider critical paths and resources, 
defined later in this section. These concepts will help to identify the true bottlenecks 
in a network.
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3.2  Blocking time theory: block sections and blocking time

To perform any (capacity) analysis on a train network, it is important to correctly 
calculate the necessary spacing between trains. This can be done using the blocking 
time theory (e.g. Bešinović and Goverde 2018).

In this theory, the railway network is typically divided into pieces of infrastruc-
ture that are exclusively allocated to a single train at a given time. These pieces are 
called block sections and go from a stop signal to the next stop signal in the same 
direction; see Fig. 1. Therefore, the direction of a block section is given by the direc-
tion of the stop signal at the beginning of this block section.

In some cases, for example when there is a switch, block sections can overlap. In 
this case, the considered block section is not only allocated to the train passing by, 
but also the overlapping block sections cannot be used by other trains. For example, 
in Fig. 1, if BS 2 is used, all other block sections are blocked indirectly. But if a train 
uses BS 1, another train can still use BS 4 and hence BS 4 is not blocked indirectly 
by a train using BS 1.

The blocking time of a block section is the time the block section is solely 
reserved by or allocated to one train and cannot be used by another. According to 
the blocking time theory, this consists not only of the running time through the 
block section, but it also includes the approaching time, the clearing time, etc. (e.g. 
Bešinović and Goverde 2018). The blocking times along a train’s route form the 
blocking time stairway in the space–time diagram.

3.3  Resources

For the compression of the timetable, we need to model the trains on small pieces of 
infrastructure. Since working with block sections becomes difficult due to the many 
overlaps in switch areas, we opt for a new, smaller and unique piece of infrastructure 
called resource; see Fig. 2. A resource does not have a direction: it corresponds to a 
physical part of the track. A resource is chosen in a specific way to account for two 
things.

Fig. 1  Four block sections on a fictive part of the network infrastructure. BS 1, 2 and 4 range from and to 
stop signals for trains driving from left to right. BS 3 ranges from two stop signals in the opposite driving 
direction (right to left)
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Firstly, the blocking times of a train need to be projected correctly on the 
resources it passes. As blocking times are computed on block sections (from stop 
signal to stop signal), this means that a resource should be contained entirely in a 
block section. In other words, a block section can contain one or more resources 
(e.g. block section BS 2 in Fig. 1 contains resources RES 7, RES 5, RES 3 and RES 
4 in Fig. 2), but a resource cannot lie on two consecutive block sections in a train 
route. Note that a resource can lie on two overlapping block sections, e.g. resource 4 
(Fig. 2) lies on block sections BS 1 and BS 2 (Fig. 1). As a result, resources RES 7, 
RES 5, RES 3 and RES 4 will have the same blocking time, implied by BS 2.

Secondly, a resource should be well chosen concerning route possibilities. A 
resource should be small enough such that different routes that have nothing in com-
mon do not use the same resource. Otherwise, a train would not be allowed to con-
tinue its route when another train is using this resource, although both routes have 
no real infrastructure in common. This would result in an incorrect computation of 
capacity occupation. Resources must also be chosen in such a way that occupying 
one resource does not imply another resource to be unavailable indirectly. Either a 
resource is part of the train route and blocked directly, or the resource is not a part of 
the train route and it should not be blocked indirectly either. This can be taken care 
of by not including switches in a resource. A switch can hence be an end point of a 
resource, but not an internal point. The concept of a resource is related to the sets of 
basic infrastructure elements that Wakob introduces in his queuing model to analyse 
railway capacity. A set of basic infrastructure elements is constructed such that if 
one element of the set is occupied by a train, then all other infrastructure elements 
in the set are also blocked (De Kort et al. 1999). A resource can thus be seen as a set 
of basic infrastructure elements that is also small enough such that there are no ele-
ments in the set that can be blocked indirectly.

After performing a timetable compression, the resource capacity occupation can 
be obtained for all resources. This is simply defined as the end time of the last block-
ing time on each resource in the compressed timetable. The capacity occupation that 
was introduced earlier corresponds to the maximum resource capacity occupation.

Fig. 2  Illustration of the definition of a resource on a fictive part of the network
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3.4  Critical resources and paths

Critical resources and critical paths are concepts defined in the compressed timeta-
ble. In literature, a single critical path is defined for an entire compressed timetable. 
It starts from the last train in the compression, and thus the train that defines the 
capacity occupation, and consists of the chain of trains that touch each other after 
compression. However, since we are working on larger networks, it is interesting 
to extend this concept. Due to the many resources in the network, it is likely that 
the last train in the network only uses a small fraction of the resources. In that case, 
also the critical path possibly contains only a fraction of the entire set of critical 
resources in the network. This motivates us to introduce a set of so-called “trains-on-
top” which contains all trains that are the final train on at least one resource. Each of 
the trains in this set will then give rise to a (partially) different critical path. A criti-
cal resource is then defined as a resource on which the blocking time stairways of 
two trains in a critical path touch each other. The critical paths and critical resources 
help to identify the true bottlenecks in a network. In case of a large network, having 
a set of critical paths instead of just one gives a better representation of the critical 
resources of that network. These concepts are now illustrated based on Fig. 3.

Figure  3 shows a compressed timetable of four trains. All trains in this exam-
ple are “trains-on-top”. The red train is on top for resources 1 and 9, the blue train 
for resources 3 and 6, the green train is on top for resources 4, 5, 7, 11 and 12 and 
finally the yellow train is on top for resources 2, 8 and 9. First, consider the critical 
path of the green train as an example. Since the green train touches the blue train on 
resource 4, this is a critical resource. Then search along the blue train for a next crit-
ical resource. This is resource 8 where the blue train touches the red train. For the 
red train, resources 1 and 2 are critical because they start at time 0. Now, look at the 
critical path of the yellow train. This train touches the blue train on resource 2. The 
remainder of the critical path is the same as for the green train. To summarize, the 
critical path of the green train contains the green, blue and red train and the critical 
resources are resource 1, 2, 4 and 8. For the yellow train, the critical path consists of 

Fig. 3  An example of a compressed timetable with four trains, each colour represents a different train
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the yellow, blue and red train. The critical resources are 1, 2 and 8. The yellow train 
also determines the maximum resource capacity occupation for this set of resources, 
namely on resource 10.

4  Methodology

We start by discussing the existing timetable compression method and the max-plus 
automata model to analyse capacity. Then, we explain the difficulties encountered 
when applying this method on a large and complex network and our adjustments to 
the compression method.

4.1  Timetable compression using max‑plus automata model

Max-plus algebra
The max-plus algebra is an algebraic structure, called a semiring over the field 

ℝmax = ℝ
⋃

{� = −∞} . It is equipped with two operations: maximum, denoted 
by ⊕ and addition (sum), denoted by ⊗ . The definition of the operations goes as 
follows:

for elements a, b ∈ ℝmax.
If you take the maximum of an element and −∞ , the result is always the element. 

This means that � = −∞ is the neutral element for the operation ⊕ . If you take the 
sum of an element and −∞ , the result is always −∞ . One says that � = −∞ is the 
absorbing element for ⊗ . The neutral element for ⊗ is 0. In what follows, we will 
denote 0 by e.

The max-plus operations can also be extended to matrices. Let us denote the n by 
n matrices in the max-plus algebra with ℝn×n

max
. If A =

(

aij
)

 and B =
(

bij
)

∈ ℝ
n×n
max

 are 
two matrices, then the matrix addition ⊕ (taking the maximum) and the matrix mul-
tiplication ⊗ (taking the maximum sum) are defined as follows.

The first operation takes the maximum of every two matrix elements. The second 
operation considers the sum of every row element with the corresponding column 
element and then takes the maximum of these. More information on the max-plus 
algebra can be found in Baccelli et al. (1992), Heidergott et al. (2014) and Butkovic 
(2010).

a⊕ b = max(a, b),

a⊗ b = a + b,

[A⊕ B]ij = aij ⊕ bij = max
(

aij, bij
)

,

[A⊗ B]ij = ⊕
n
k=1

aik ⊗ bkj = max
k=1,…n

(

aik + bkj
)

.
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Blocking time stairways in terms of the max-plus algebra
The blocking times of a train are given for each resource it uses in its route and 

can be visualized in the blocking time stairway. This blocking time stairway can 
then be represented by a max-plus matrix (Bešinović and Goverde 2018). This is a 
square matrix with dimensions equal to the number of resources in the considered 
network.

We denote the set of resources by R and the set of trains considered by T  . Denote 
the number of resources in R by r . Then for every train t ∈ T  we call M(t) ∈ ℝ

r×r
max

 
the blocking time matrix of train t , that is the matrix representing the blocking time 
stairway of t . Before we can define it properly, we need to introduce some other 
definitions.

Let si(t) and fi(t) be the start and the end of the blocking time of train t on 
resource i and  R(t) ⊂ R the set of resources, used by t . Then the blocking time 
matrix M(t) is defined as 

In words, this matrix gives the difference between the end of the blocking time 
on one resource and the beginning of the blocking time on another resource (if both 
used by the train). On the diagonal of the matrix we hence have the blocking times 
for each resource. If not used, the diagonal contains e = 0 (the first line of the defini-
tion implies this). Elsewhere, the matrix contains � = −∞.

Timetable compression as max-plus matrix multiplication
Suppose we have two matrices representing the blocking time stairways of two 

trains. Multiplying these matrices visually corresponds to putting the blocking time 
stairways directly on each other in the graph. In other words, the blocks of the block-
ing time stairway are placed as low as possible in the graph, while still respecting 
the order of the trains in every resource. Indeed, if a resource is used by both trains, 
the block of the second train is always above the block of the first train. This is the 
case for every resource used by both trains. In short, we can say that the max-plus 
multiplication of two blocking time matrices corresponds visually to stacking their 
blocking time stairways onto each other. Therefore, the max-plus algebra allows to 
calculate efficiently the blocking time stairways of all trains after the compression.

Suppose it is possible to represent the blocking time stairways of the trains in the 
timetable as blocking time matrices and that the order in which the trains pass the 
network is given. Let n trains ti, i = 1… n, go through the network according to the 
order sequence w = t1 ⋯ tn . Then the timetable compression, and hence the capac-
ity occupation, can be calculated by multiplying the corresponding matrices one by 
one. In symbols,

The matrix M(w) can be seen as the representation of all blocking time stairways 
as close to each other as possible (i.e. compressed). The capacity occupation of each 

Mij(t) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

e if i = j, i ∉ R(t),

fj(t) − si(t) if i, j ∈ R(t),

� else.

M(w) = M
(

t1 ⋯ tn
)

= M
(

t1
)

⊗⋯⊗M
(

tn
)

.
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resource is given by the maximum of the corresponding column in M(w).We define 
the upper contour U of the compression as the row vector that contains the resource 
capacity occupation for each resource. It is calculated by multiplying upfront with a 
row vector of zeros R(0) ∶

Remember that the maximum of all the resource capacity occupations in U is 
defined as the capacity occupation (Bešinović and Goverde 2018). This corresponds 
to the end time of the last blocking time in the compression.

It should be noted that all this is the case when we are talking about a general 
timetable, not necessarily cyclic. In case of a cyclic timetable, the timetable com-
pression is performed including the first train(s) also after the last trains of the cycle. 
The capacity occupation is then computed not until the last block section of the last 
train, but just until the first block section of the new cycle. This can be lower than 
the last block section of the last train, if it is on another resource.

4.2  Adjustments for large and complex networks

Some difficulties arise when applying this method to a large and complex network 
on microscopic scale. In this section, we pinpoint these difficulties and offer solu-
tions. Topics that will be discussed are determining the train sequence, splitting 
trains, keeping split trains together and speeding up the computation times.

4.3  Initial train sequence

To perform a compression based on a timetable, it is important that the order of the 
trains, according to the timetable, is preserved on the individual resources. When 
most trains visit most resources, determining this order is typically straightforward. 
However, in larger networks, this becomes more complicated. If a number of trains 
use a certain resource, it is important that the order of those trains on that resource is 
the same in the compressed timetable. This will help us to build a general order for 
the trains to perform the compression with. In fact, it is the only constraint that mat-
ters for building a train order: making sure that the implied order on resource level is 
still valid for the general train order.

How is this train order built? It starts with all the order relations amongst the 
trains. For example, train A and train B have resource X in common. On that 
resource, train A comes before train B. Then the order relation to take into account 
in building the general train order is that train A needs to come before train B.

From this reasoning, it also follows that two trains C and D that do not have a 
resource in common, also do not have a direct order relation. In terms of the order 
for the compression, this means that it does not matter if that train C is placed before 
train D or vice versa. As they do not have a resource in common, compressing train 
C first and then train D would yield the same result as compressing train D first and 
then train C.

U = R(0)⊗M(w).
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4.4  Train splitting

However, an important situation to keep in mind, when building a suitable train 
order, is the following. Consider two trains driving on a network as illustrated in 
Fig. 4. The corresponding timetable, illustrated by the blocking time stairways, is 
shown in Fig. 5. The blue train drives from right to left and stops on the upper plat-
form of the station. The green train drives from left to right and passes at the lower 
platform. In this case, the blue train and the green train have multiple resources (4 
and 12) in common. Moreover, on resource 4, on the left, the green train passes 
before the blue train and on resource 12, on the right, the blue train passes before the 
green train.

In this case, it cannot be concluded that the blue train comes before the green 
train because that does not hold for all of the resources. More specifically, it does 
not hold for resource 4. The other way around does not work either, because 
of resource 12. Thus, there is no order of these two trains that holds on all the 
resources of the network. Therefore, we propose to virtually split one of the trains, 
in order to be able to create a train order that preserves all order restrictions on the 
resources.

In the example, the blue train can be split into pieces (the green train would also 
work): its route until the station (dark blue) and its route from the station onwards 
(light blue). In the general train order, all resource orders can be satisfied by putting 
dark blue before green, which is followed by light blue. The correct compression of 
the timetable given in Fig. 5 is then shown in Fig. 6. Obviously, this situation can 
also occur for more than two trains. It is important to eliminate all these “order con-
flicts” by splitting certain trains on specific resources to construct a correct general 
train order. Finally, notice that the splitting of the trains is simply a tool to perform 
the compression correctly, there is no actual physical split of the trains imposed.

Fig. 4  Blue and green train driving on a fictive network with a station in the middle (colour figure online)

Fig. 5  Blocking time stairways of the blue and green train shown in Fig. 4 (colour figure online)
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4.5  Keeping split parts of a train together

When splitting trains, another question arises. How to make sure that the two parts 
of the train stay together in the compression? In other words, how do we make sure 
that the first part is positioned correctly with respect to the second part?

A first simple adjustment is to add the blocking time of the resource where the 
train is split partly to the first train part and partly to the second train part. In that 
way, the second part will not descend more (or be further compressed) than where 
the first part ends. Of course, the first part should also not descend more than it 
should which would result in a gap between the correctly placed second part and 
the too low first part of the train. In that case, the first part of the train should be 
“pushed” upwards in the compression.

To do this, we introduce so-called “dummy resources”. This type of resource is 
a virtual piece of infrastructure. The idea is that if the first part of a train needs to 
be pushed upwards x seconds, then we can add a dummy resource where there is a 
block of height x plus the time where the first block of the train currently begins. 
Including this resource in the compression method will guarantee that both parts 
of the train are still connected. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. This is an example of 
a compressed timetable that contains three trains: a green one, a yellow one and a 
blue one that has been split in dark and light blue. Notice that the blue train was split 
to solve the order conflict that occurs with the yellow train. If the dummy resource 
(on the right) is not included, the light blue part of the train would drop down until 
it touches the green train (on resource 2). Then there would be an unacceptable gap 
between the light blue and dark blue part of the train.

4.6  Reuse of trains

When one train has the same end station as another train’s begin station, the same 
physical train is sometimes used to serve both train lines. This is called the reuse 
of a train. When a train is reused in a station, there is a minimal time between the 
arrival in the station and the departure in the other direction. To model this minimal 
time we also use a dummy resource. This resource will then be used by both trains 
to make sure that the second train cannot depart earlier than the minimal time after 
the first train.

Fig. 6  Compressed timetable with split blue train. Train order: dark blue, green and light blue (colour 
figure online)
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4.7  Faster computation times

The original algorithm for the timetable compression, see last subsection in 
Sect.  4.1., multiplies all blocking time matrices. These are matrices of dimension 
R2 , with R the number of resources in the network. As explained above, calculating 
the upper contour Uk in every step of the multiplication, allows us to determine the 
critical resources. This upper contour actually contains all the information we need 
to evaluate the capacity of the network. This approach corresponds to the state of the 
art described in literature.

One step in the original algorithm looks as follows. Let M
(

tk
)

 be the blocking 
time matrix of train k and

the matrix representing the compression until train k (train k included). Then, in the 
next step, we multiply with the next blocking time matrix

After that, we compute the upper contour of the compression until train k + 1 as 
follows:

In the following step of the algorithm, we move on with the matrix M
(

t1 ⋯ tk+1
)

.
Our new algorithm starts with the row vector of zeros and then multiplies with all 

blocking time matrices one by one. In each step, the result of the multiplication is 
again a row vector, corresponding to the upper contour. This reduces the number of 
max-plus operations considerably.

M
(

t1
)

⊗⋯⊗M
(

tk
)

= M
(

t1 ⋯ tk
)

M
(

t1 ⋯ tk
)

⊗M
(

tk+1
)

= M
(

t1 ⋯ tk+1
)

.

R(0)⊗M
(

t1 ⋯ tk+1
)

.

Fig. 7  Illustration of the use of a dummy resource to keep different parts of a single train together in the 
compression. The light and dark blue blocks are one train, the green blocks are a train and the yellow 
blocks are another train (colour figure online)
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The new algorithm looks as follows. We start with the zero contour R(0) , a row 
vector with zeros (dimension 1 × R ). In the first step we multiply with the blocking 
time matrix of train 1

This results in a new row matrix, which we will denote by R
(

0t1
)

, and represents 
the upper contour of the compression until train 1 in this case. An arbitrary step in 
the algorithm is

In each step, we immediately have the upper contour in this algorithm, so we do 
not need an extra multiplication with the zero-row matrix R(0) (as in the original 
algorithm). Also, as we are multiplying a row vector with a matrix, we only have R 
max-plus operations, while the multiplication of two matrices implies R2 max-plus 
operations. Both methods obtain the same result, but the new algorithm results in a 
significant gain in computation time. This allows to solve larger instances and also 
to use the timetable compression (or capacity occupation computation algorithm) in 
new ways, for example in an optimization problem.

4.8  Critical resources in the max‑plus automata model

In this paragraph, it is explained how the critical resources can be computed directly 
from the max-plus multiplication. It can also be obtained from the visualization, but 
it is more efficient to directly compute it during the computation.

In the max-plus multiplication, the critical resources can be obtained in every 
multiplication step. Assume that the first k trains have been compressed. In order to 
determine the critical resource that determines the position of train k + 1 in the com-
pression, the upper contour of the already compressed trains is required, denoted by 
Uk . By using the new algorithm described in the previous section, Uk is calculated in 
each step.

The critical resource can now be determined by multiplying Uk with M
(

tk+1
)

 . 
Notice that this simply corresponds to the next step in the new algorithm. Remem-
ber that each entry of a max-plus matrix multiplication is obtained by taking the 
maximum of some values. It follows from the definitions that the index for which 
this maximum is obtained corresponds to the critical resource. Note that this index 
must correspond to a resource that is used by the newly added train tk+1.

5  Network instances

To demonstrate our method, we use a part of the Belgian railway network just 
outside of the main bottleneck in Brussels. In Sect. 5.1, the different zones of the 
network, considered in the case study, are introduced. Before performing an exten-
sive case study, the performance and required computation times of the method are 

R(0)⊗M
(

t1
)

= R(0t1).

R
(

0⋯ tk
)

⊗M
(

tk+1
)

= R
(

0t1 ⋯ tk+1
)

.
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evaluated by considering the different zones with a different number of trains, as 
explained in Sect. 5.2.

5.1  Networks considered in the case study

In Fig. 8, the different zones of the network are shown. The three zones are centred 
around the main station of Halle, a medium-sized station with seven tracks and five 
platforms. Next to the main station is a large switch area Y.ND Halle. To illustrate 

Fig. 8  Simplified macroscopic view of the studied network. The black dots are stations, the blue dots are 
complex switch areas and the red dots are considered as end stations in zone 3 (colour figure online)

Fig. 9  Switch area Y.ND Halle
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the complexity of the network, a microscopic view of this switch area is shown in 
Fig. 9. This switch area consists of 20 switches and at most 9 parallel tracks. The 
timetable during 1 h in the morning peak is considered.

Zone 1 consists of the area directly centred around the station of Halle. This zone 
contains 98 resources and 19 km of tracks. During the 1-h morning peak, 32 trains 
drive through the network.

Zone 2 centres around zone 1 and contains three additional directions. On the one 
side it ranges until Brussels-South (not included) and on the other side it goes to Ath 
(not included) and Braine-le-Comte (not included). It consists of 380 resources and 
141 km of tracks. During 1 h of the morning peak, 37 trains pass through this zone. 
This consists of 15 local trains, 13 intercity trains, 6 peak hour trains and 3 high-
speed trains.

Zone 3 consists of zone 2 with two additional stations: Braine-le-Comte and Ath. 
The network includes 585 resources and counts 177 km of tracks. During the 1-h 
morning peak, 49 trains drive through the network.

5.2  Reuse of a train

For zone 3, we take into account that two trains use the same physical train. So, at 
the station Braine-Le-Comte, when train TR24 arrives, the train has to wait (and 
“turn”) on the platform and then train TR28 starts its route in the other direction. 
For these trains, we assume that there should be minimal 7 min between the arrival 
of the first train and the departure of the second train. In the timetable, there is cur-
rently a scheduled time between them of 10 min.

With this in mind, we also define a zone 2*. This is the same zone as zone 2, 
but we take the train turning of trains TR24 and TR28 (which happens outside the 
zone) into account. This means that we calculate the minimal time that is needed 
between these trains: we add the time that train TR24 reserves to drive outside zone 
2 until the platform plus the time that train TR28 reserves from the platform until it 
enters zone 2. We add them both to the minimal reuse time that was used for zone 3 
(which is in this case 7 min). This total time is then included on a dummy resource 
to extend zone 2 to zone 2*. In this way, we can evaluate the impact of including 
events that take place outside a considered zone in the timetable compression.

5.3  Network instances to test algorithm performance

As mentioned above, we will first experiment with a different number of trains in 
these zones to test the performance of the method and illustrate the difference in 
computation time. The three zones illustrated in Fig. 8 are used, but without taking 
the reuse of the trains into account. The different trains considered in each zone are 
determined as follows: start from zone 3 and randomly remove 10 of the 49 trains. 
The same trains are also removed in zone 1 and zone 2,

if they also run through these zones. This process is then repeated three more 
times. Table 1 summarizes which trains are used in the different instances.
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6  Experimental results

In this section, the experimental results are presented. First, the train orders are 
determined for the three zones, and train splits are used for this. The following sec-
tions give the results about the algorithm performance and the case study. A regular 
laptop with an Intel Core i5-4210U CPU @ 1.70 GHz 2.40 GHz processor, 16 GB 
RAM was used to run the code.

6.1  Train orders and train splits

To perform the compression method on the different zones, the train order needs to 
be determined. This is straightforward for zone 1, no train splits are required in that 
case. The resulting train order can be found in Table 6 in the Appendix. For zones 2 
and 3, train splits are necessary to obtain a correct order.

In zone 2, two order conflicts or so-called loops occurred: a loop of three trains 
(TR3, TR22, TR36) and a loop of five trains (TR15, TR8, TR5, TR38, TR7).

The loop of three trains was solved by splitting train TR3 (in TR3-1 and TR3-2). 
For those trains, this results in the train order TR3-1, TR22, TR36, TR3-2. These 
four trains in the compressed timetable are visualized in Fig. 10. We can clearly see 
that the two train parts TR3-1 (green) and TR3-2 (red) are kept together in the com-
pressed timetable, with one common resource (70 in Fig. 10).

The loop of five trains is also solved by just splitting one train, train TR7 into 
TR7-1 and TR7-2. The resulting order for the loop is TR7-1, TR15, TR8, TR5, 
TR38 and TR7-2. This results in a train sequence of 39 trains (the 37 trains and two 
additional trains due to the splits). The train sequence resulting from the order rela-
tions on the individual resources is given in Table 7 in the Appendix.

Fig. 10  Loop of three trains results in four trains TR3-1 (green), TR22 (blue), TR36 (yellow) and TR3-2 
(red) in the compressed timetable (colour figure online)
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In zone 3, eight splits are needed to solve five loops. However, the number of 
loops is not entirely fixed as some new loops are detected while fixing the others. 
With eight splits, we have a total of 57 trains (49 original trains and eight extra 
trains due to splits). The train order that we will use in the max-plus automata model 
is given in Table  8 in the Appendix. This order satisfies all order constraints on 
resource level between the trains. It might be possible to solve these five loops by 
splitting less than eight trains, but the only aim here is to obtain a feasible train 
order. It should be noted that the way the loops are solved has no impact on the 
capacity occupation. With the train orders determined for the different zones, the 
timetable can be compressed.

6.2  Algorithm performance

In this section, the performance of the algorithm is analysed by applying the 
algorithm to the fifteen cases described in Table  1. The capacity occupation is 
reported in per cent and the computation time of both the original and the new 
algorithm to calculate the compression in seconds, rounded to one decimal. 
Both algorithms give the same result for the capacity occupation, they only dif-
fer in computation time. Tables 2, 3 and 4 give the results for zone 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively.

For each zone, the computation times show linear growth for both the original 
(Sect. 4.1) and the new algorithm (Sect. 4.2). This is a logical result, since adding 
more trains means doing more multiplications. As expected, the original method is 

Table 2  Results for zone 1 Capacity occupa-
tion (%)

Computation time 
new

Computation 
time original

A 16  ≤ 0.1 0.2
B 33  ≤ 0.1 0.4
C 42  ≤ 0.1 0.6
D 50  ≤ 0.1 0.8
E 58  ≤ 0.1 1

Table 3  Results for zone 2 Capacity occupa-
tion (%)

Computation time 
new

Computation 
time original

A 51 ≤ 0.1 12.0
B 62 0.1 25.8
C 72 0.2 38.1
D 82 0.2 58.6
E 82 0.3 76.0
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considerably slower than the new method. For zone 1, the new method is on aver-
age 25 times faster than the original algorithm. This average factor becomes around 
230 for zone 2 and 450 for zone 3. Thus, as the network becomes larger, resulting 
in more resources, the gain in computation time by using the new method instead of 
the original one grows. For the largest considered network, zone 3 case E, the com-
putation time with the new method is around 1 s, while the original method takes 
over 7 min.

Some interesting observations can also be made about the capacity occupation. 
For zone 1, the capacity occupation increases quite evenly when more trains are 
considered. The same can initially be seen for zone 2, but the maximal value for 
the capacity occupation is already obtained in case D with 37 trains. For zone 3, 
the maximum capacity occupation of 95% is already obtained in case B where only 
nineteen trains were considered. To gain more insight into the results for zone 3, we 
consider the critical path of the train that determines the capacity occupation for 
instance E. This critical path only contains three trains: TR29, TR42 and TR45. The 
result is shown on Fig. 11. From Table 1, we see that these three trains are included 
in case B for zone 3 as well. This explains why the capacity occupation is the same 
for all the subsequent cases. Obviously, this also raises the question about the mean-
ing or usefulness of the capacity occupation concept. The result of case B seems to 
imply that the network is almost “full”, or at capacity, but 30 more trains can actu-
ally be added without an increase in capacity occupation. Another observation is 
that the three trains of the critical path that determine the capacity occupation are 
included in case B for zone 1 as well. The capacity occupation in that case is only 
33%. This shows that enlarging the considered network can have a large impact on 
the capacity occupation.

7  Results of the case study

In this section we discuss the results obtained for the case study in terms of capacity 
occupation and critical paths and resources.

Table 4  Results for zone 3 Capacity occupa-
tion

Computation time 
new

Computation 
time original

A 63% 0.1 61.3
B 95% 0.3 153.1
C 95% 0.5 228.1
D 95% 0.7 336.8
E 95% 0.9 431.0
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7.1  Capacity occupation

The results for the different zones are presented in Table 5. Notice that some of these 
results can also be found in Tables 2, 3 and 4 as instance E for each of the three 
zones. In Sect. 5.1, the reuse of a physical train in zone 3 was introduced. To include 
this constraint in zone 2 as well, zone 2* was introduced. As can be seen in Table 5, 
the capacity occupation for this zone is equal to 90%. This shows that incorporating 
a known dependency outside of the network gives a better estimation of the capac-
ity occupation. However, the capacity occupation of zone 3 is still larger than that 
of zone 2*, thus there are other dependencies that are only considered when the 
network is extended. This confirms the general conclusion that in order to deter-
mine the capacity occupation of a network, the entire network should be considered 
during compression. Finally, recall that the capacity occupations presented here are 
obtained without incorporating the periodicity of the timetable, which could make 
the occupation lower, as explained at the end of Sect. 4.1.

Fig. 11  Critical path of cases B, C, D and E in zone 3. The purple train is TR42, the brown and orange 
trains are TR29 (they were split to perform the compression) and the yellow train is TR45 (colour figure 
online)

Table 5  Capacity occupation for 
different zones

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 2* Zone 3

Capacity occupation (s) 2084 2936 3237 3420
Occupation rate 58% 82% 90% 95%
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7.2  Critical paths and critical resources

The critical resources of zones 2 and 3 are discussed, with and without incorporat-
ing the reuse of the train from train TR24 to train TR28.

In zone 2, the critical path leading to the reported capacity occupation contains 
the trains TR42, TR21, TR28, TR7 and TR3. It was stated in Sect. 3.4 that a critical 
path can be defined for each “train-on-top”. In this zone, TR21, also included in the 
critical path for TR42, is also a train-on-top for other resources. There are also other 
trains-on-top that are not contained in this critical path. In total, there are actually 
23 “trains-on-top”. When considering only the ones that are on top for at least ten 
resources, 13 trains remain. In 11 of the 13 critical paths defined by the most com-
mon “trains-on-top”, TR3 and TR7 occur.

The critical resource for these two trains is resource 27AD-29D in Enghien, 
where train TR7 follows train TR3; see Fig. 12. This resource just lies at the place 
where track L123 splits from track L94. Moreover, track L123 first has a part where 
trains in two directions need to pass on a single track and especially at resource 
27AD-29D where trains in two directions have to pass. This explains why this spe-
cific resource pops up as a recurring critical resource.

On the other hand, when looking at the critical paths of zone 2*, i.e. with the 
reuse of the train, a clear change in recurring critical points is observed. Instead of 
the previous critical point, now the point where train TR24 follows train TR28 on 
the dummy resource occurs frequently. So, if train TR24 is forced to start later due 
to the minimal time for turning the train to reuse it, this results in a critical point 
and hence plays an important role in the capacity occupation of the network. This 
confirms the results shown in Table 5 that reusing the physical train of TR24 for 
TR28 increases the capacity occupation. Looking at this from another perspective, 
it can be concluded that, using a different train for TR24 and TR28 could reduce the 
capacity occupation and show other critical points in the network, such as the point 
in Fig. 12.

In zone 3, the critical path leading to the reported capacity occupation contains 
the trains TR42, TR29 and TR45. Thus, the train-on-top that determines the capac-
ity occupation is the same for both zone 2 and zone 3, but the corresponding critical 

Fig. 12  Detail of resource 27AD-29D (green) in Enghien with the routes of trains TR7 and TR3 (blue 
arrows) (colour figure online)
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paths are different. In total, there are 36 trains-on-top in zone 3, 12 of them are on 
top for at least ten resources.

Furthermore, another critical point occurs, beside the previous one for zone 2. 
This is between train TR29 and train TR42 on resources 05D-06D, 06D-08D, 08D-
09D and 09D-10D in Braine-le-Comte; see Fig. 13. It corresponds to the route to 
platforms 7 and 8. It make sense that this point only occurs in critical paths in zone 
3 as the resource is located in the station of Braine-le-Comte, which is only a part of 
zone 3 and not of zone 2. Alternative train routes or additional infrastructure could 
alleviate the use of this resource and reduce the capacity occupation in this zone.

8  Conclusions

We can conclude that the application of the timetable compression on a large and 
complex network is not straightforward. Important adjustments were required: deter-
mining an appropriate train sequence, splitting the trains due to train order conflicts, 
introducing dummy resources to keep the split trains together in the compressed 
timetable and to represent the reuse of trains, speeding up the algorithm and com-
puting the critical path directly through the max-plus multiplication. These adjust-
ments allow us to perform a timetable compression of larger and more complex net-
works than the ones previously considered in literature.

Some interesting observations were made during the different experiments. For 
example, the capacity occupation of zone 3 with nineteen trains is equal to the 
capacity occupation of the same zone with 49 trains. Actually, only considering the 
three trains of the critical path that determines the capacity occupation would also 
give the same result of 95%. The results also showed that the capacity occupation 
heavily depends on the size of the network that is considered. These observations 
indicate that it is not easy to give a clear, practical interpretation of the capacity 
occupation. It is, for example, not clear how this value can be used to say something 
about the possibility of adding another train to the network. For reliable results, the 
entire route of a newly proposed train should be contained in the considered net-
work. Nevertheless, the method allowed to determine a number of critical paths and, 

Fig. 13  Detail of resources 05D-06D, 06D-08D, 08D-09D and 09D-10D in Braine-le-Comte with the 
routes of trains TR29 and TR42 (blue arrows) (colour figure online)
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even more importantly, a number of critical resources in the zones considered. If 
additional trains are considered, they should avoid these critical resources as much 
as possible. When infrastructure extensions are considered, these are probably most 
efficient if they can alleviate the use of these critical resources.

The experiments showed a clear improvement in computation time when the new 
algorithm is used. In general, the computation times increase linearly when more 
trains were considered. The computational gain of the new algorithm becomes larger 
when the number of resources in the considered network increases.

In further research, it would be interesting to extend this work to cyclic time-
tables, in order to better take into account periodicity. Secondly, as it appears that 
larger networks have a larger capacity occupation than their constituting parts indi-
vidually, it is also interesting to further investigate network effects that can account 
for these discrepancies. Lastly, it can also be worth using a mathematical model such 
as for basic production planning to compute the capacity occupation, which could 
also allow more possibilities for optimization problems regarding railway capacity.

Appendix 1

See Tables 6, 7 and 8.

Table 6  Train order for zone 1
1. TR3 9. TR36 17. TR5 25. TR46
2. TR10 10. TR45 18. TR6 26. TR25
3. TR27 11. TR8 19. TR14 27. TR42
4. TR47 12. TR19 20. TR9 28. TR26
5. TR20 13. TR29 21. TR17 29. TR13
6. TR22 14. TR7 22. TR28
7. TR49 15. TR16 23. TR2
8. TR15 16. TR38 24. TR21

Table 7  Train order for zone 2 
with train splits 1. TR1 11. TR45 21. TR6 31. TR25

2. TR24 12. TR3-2 22. TR17 32. TR42
3. TR48 13. TR19 23. TR38 33. TR49
4. TR10 14. TR29 24. TR7-2 34. TR4
5. TR20 15. TR16 25. TR14 35. TR11
6. TR12 16. TR47 26. TR28 36. TR26
7. TR3-1 17. TR7-1 27. TR9 37. TR13
8. TR22 18. TR15 28. TR21 38. TR23
9. TR27 19. TR8 29. TR46 39. TR37
10. TR36 20. TR5 30. TR2
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